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1 Introduction
Since electric vehicles (EVs) are considered as zero pollution for gaseous pollutants, it is 
one of the most important reasons for the development of EVs. However, compared to 
fuel vehicles, electric vehicles have short cruising distances. Electric vehicle platoon is 
a good way to improve the cruising range of vehicles. Platoon can greatly reduce wind 
resistance. But, the frequent communication among platoon members increases the 
power consumption of auxiliary energy systems for vehicle batteries.

Some auxiliary energy systems (AES), including necessary lighting, heating, and com-
munication, are directly related to the platooning cruise range [1]. Other systems are in 
the main energy systems (MES) such as power steering, brake booster, air conditioner, 
and satellite navigation. All of them use electrical energy from batteries and thus reduce 
vehicle cruising range. Among them, wireless communication of AES is usually consid-
ered as an important element of platooning.
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Vehicle platooning is a group of vehicles in a close manner through wireless communi-
cation to achieve safe and high-speed driving [2, 3]. Control and computing technologies 
are integrated together to achieve stability, consensus, scalability, reliability, efficiency, 
and safety of the platooning system by exchanging vehicle information (such as speed, 
heading, and intentions) over wireless networks to maintain relatively small inter-vehicle 
distance [4–8]. Frequent information interaction consumes a lot of battery power and 
reduces the cruising range of electric vehicle platoon.

Cruising range is one of the main obstacles of electric vehicles. In order to overcome 
it without increasing the battery size and price of the vehicle, one solution is to con-
duct energy optimization. Most existing electric vehicle energy optimization methods 
are conducted for MES, AES or a collaboration between the two. Thibault et al. propose 
model-based strategies to predict and optimize the energy consumption of a trip [9]. 
Zhang et al. combine terrain-information and preceding-vehicle information in energy 
management [10]. Xu et al. present two braking regenerative energy optimization con-
trollers for in-wheel motor electric vehicles to achieve the braking requirement as well 
as effectively promote regenerative efficiency [11]. The above studies save driving energy 
of MES with vehicle movement prediction to prolong the driving distance for an electric 
vehicle. In the search for better efficiency, AES for EV is designed. A predictive decision 
support system is designed to optimally distribute energy flow between the instantane-
ous power demand requested by the driver for the powertrain engine and the AES such 
as the heating system [12]. An ultracapacitor-based AES is designed to greatly reduce 
the energy consumption of AES [1, 13]. In addition to considering MES and AES sepa-
rately, the joint optimization of these two systems can also increase vehicle travel dis-
tance. Jin et al. study on the problem of allocating energy from renewable sources to EV 
in a cost-efficient manner [14].

MES and AES are two main systems that determine the battery consumption level. 
Reducing the power consumption of subsystems in any system can increase the cruising 
range of vehicles. Under the premise of ensuring stable platoons, in order to reduce the 
battery consumption of electric vehicles, we propose a method to reduce the commu-
nication energy consumption in the AES. We observe that when platoons are driven on 
curved roads, the inter-vehicle distance and inter-vehicle communication distance are 
not equal. Regardless of the manner in which the platoon is formed, it is necessary to 
frequently exchange vehicle dynamics information between the vehicle and its preceding 
vehicles. Therefore, an adaptive radius of curvature communication energy allocation 
scheme is proposed to save the energy of AES on curved road.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Modeling of inter-vehicle distance error of platoon on curved road is constructed to 
describe the time-varying inter-vehicle distance, and a constant control law K is used 
to control the error. Simulation results show that an appropriate constant control law 
can maintain the platooning consensus on curved road.

• Three platooning control schemes include the decentralized control under PF (pre-
decessor following), decentralized control under PLF (predecessor–leader follow-
ing), and centralized control by the leader are discussed to get optimized platooning 
schemes.
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• When the platooning drives on the curved road, the proposed energy optimization 
scheme is superior to the minimum transmitted power scheme on straight road and 
the maximum radius of curvature scheme on curved road under same control law.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Communication energy optimization of 
electric vehicle platoon is proposed in Sect.  1. Methods include platoon under two-
dimensional space, platooning control schemes, and curvature-driven communication 
mechanism introduced in Sect. 2. Results are discussed in Sect. 3. Concluding remarks 
and future work are presented in Sect. 4.

2  Methods
The car-like model is the basis for studying the platoon in a real environment [15]. The 
car-like model in the two-dimensional space quantifies the deviation of the vehicle from 
the road in a given two-dimensional space. In longitudinal control, the car-like model 
is used as a placement platform for the on-board laser and radar sensors to establish a 
mathematical model of the inter-vehicle distance. The placed sensor is used to detect the 
inter-vehicle distance and then transmit the message to the platoon controller to main-
tain the constant time headway or constant distance strategy of the platoon, thereby 
ensuring the longitudinal safety of the platoon. For example, Godbole and Lygeros pro-
pose the longitudinal control laws to maintain safe spacing, track an optimal velocity, 
and perform various maneuvers (forming, breaking up platoons, and changing lanes) 
[16]. In the lateral control, the car-like model is usually used to establish the relation-
ship between the steering angle and the road offset, and to calculate the optimal steering 
angle when the vehicle is turning. Then, the vehicle maintains the distance between the 
nearest point and the curved road to ensure the lateral safety of the platoon. When driv-
ing on a curved road, the platoon includes both longitudinal control and lateral control. 
For instance, Wei et al. realize the longitudinal and lateral vehicle following only by radar 
and V2V, independent of high-accuracy positioning system and road marking [17]. Bay-
uwindra et al. overcome cut corners by the look-ahead extended to a point perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the preceding vehicle and then present a novel look-ahead concept 
for combined longitudinal and lateral vehicle-following control for a car-like platoon 
[18]. Finally, establishing the lateral deviation under the car-like model is a necessary 
condition for establishing the longitudinal inter-vehicle distance error.

2.1  Platoon under two‑dimensional space

The curved road with varying curvature is established under the two-dimensional space 
for vehicle platooning. This method is close to the actual road design and easy to imple-
ment in the program. The movement of the platoon in the two-dimensional space causes 
a change in the inter-vehicle distance. At this time, the platoon stability varies with the 
error in the inter-vehicle distance for platooning control. Typically, inter-vehicle distance 
errors in the platoon are related to changes in road curvature and control law.

The curved road having different curvatures are designed, and curves of different cur-
vatures are connected into curved roads by adjusting curvature control points. Then, we 
build a car-like model in the two-dimensional space. Then, the inter-vehicle distance error 
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is established under the curvature space, and a constant control law K is added to design a 
stable platoon.

2.1.1  Car‑like model

Car-like model is composed of a motorized wheeled axle at the rear of the chassis and a pair 
of orientable front steering wheels. For an easier analytical representation of the Car-like 
model, we put this model into a two-dimensional space, as represented in Fig. 1. X and Y 
represent the horizontal and vertical axes of the Cartesian coordinate system, respectively. 
The simple kinematic model is described as follows: 

 where vit is the velocity of vehicle i at time t. L is the wheelbase of the vehicle. γ i
t  is the 

angle between orientation of vehicle i at time t and horizontal line with respect to world 
frame. β i

t is the steering angle of vehicle i at time t with respect to world frame. αi
t is the 

(1a)ẋi = vit · cos γ
i
t ,

(1b)ẏi = vit · sin γ
i
t ,

(1c)γ̇ i
t =

vit
L

· tan(γ i
t − β i

t),

L

X

Y

Direction 
of road

X

X

Fig. 1 Car-like model
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angle of between orientation of the tangent to the trajectory at the same point in rela-
tion and horizontal line to the absolute reference. Si�t is the curved distance of vehicles i 
from time t to t +�t . Given that Cartesian distance is not monotonous for very curved 
trajectories while quantifying the spacing between two consecutive vehicles, it is neces-
sary to construct the model in curvilinear space, that is, with respect to the curvilin-
ear abscissa of the nearest point on the trajectory measured from the vehicle, as shown 
follows.
−−→
GW  represents the projection of the Cartesian velocity of the vehicle into curvilinear 

space. The vehicle and the road are offset from the angle of θ it = γ i
t − αi

t . ci stands for the 
respective local curvature of vehicle i, which corresponds to the reciprocal of the radius 
of curvature. Ṡi�t is the further projection by considering the lateral deviation Di

t . 

Proof See “Appendix A.” �

2.1.2  Modeling of inter‑vehicle distance error

A longitudinal platooning system can be considered as a combination of four important 
components: vehicle longitudinal dynamics, information exchange flow, decentralized or 
centralized controllers and inter-vehicle distance policies [19–22]. In order to analyze 
longitudinal inter-vehicle distance error, the assumptions of the other components are 
as follows: 

(1) Vehicle longitudinal dynamics include the engine, drive line, brake system, aerody-
namics drag, etc. In this paper, we consider that every vehicle has the homogeneous 
double-integrator model [23].

(2) Decentralized or centralized controller is adopted in this paper. Decentralized 
control is that each vehicle controls its own vehicle status based on other vehi-
cles’ information. Centralized control is that all platoon members are controlled by 
leader.

Considering N homogeneous vehicles driving along the curved road, platoon member 
(vehicle i) is to follow its preceding vehicle driving at a desired inter-vehicle distance 
S. Two platoon members are schematically depicted in Fig. 2 with S being the distance 
between vehicle i and its preceding vehicle i − 1 . The main objective of each vehicle is 
to follow its preceding vehicle at a desired distance S. But, inter-vehicle distance will be 
changed due to sensor delay, communication delay, weather and curved road, etc. caus-
ing a distance error δi�t . Here Si�t and Si−1

�t  are the curved distance of vehicles i and i − 1 
in time �t , respectively. Let us define the curved distance error for the ith vehicle as: 

(2a)Ṡi�t =
vit cos θ

i
t

1+ Di
tci

,

(2b)Ḋi
t = vit · sin θ

i
t ,

(2c)θ̇ it = vit

(

tan(γ i
t − β i

t)

L
−

ci · cos θ
i
t

1+ ciD
i
t

)

.
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When �t → 0 , combining Eq. (3b) with Eq. (2c), we can get the following equation.

let δ̇i�t = K · δi�t and K > 0 . The expression of vehicle speed is as follows:

where the vehicle speed vi−1
t  and cured distance error δi�t are used as the control input of 

vehicle i.
In this section, the inter-vehicle distance error is converged by constant control law K 

to keep the desired inter-vehicle distance. In the next section, the cooperation between 
multiple vehicles based on different information flow topologies is discussed.

2.2  Platooning control schemes

For multi-vehicle platooning, different controller placement positions will lead to dif-
ferent information flow topologies. In other words, different information flow topolo-
gies have different suitable platoon controller placement positions. For example, the PF 
(predecessor-following) topology is a topology that does not obtain information about 
the dynamics of the leader. It is suitable for placing the controller on each vehicle of the 
platoon members, and the vehicle itself will calculate the desired inter-vehicle distance 
at each moment. Ghasemi et al. propose a hierarchical platoon controller design frame-
work, where the second layer is composed of a decentralized bidirectional control con-
troller [24]. Due to the lack of dynamics about the leader, the platoon is likely to lose 
stability as the number of vehicles increases [25]. In the PLF (predecessor–leader-fol-
lowing) topology, each vehicle of the platoon can receive broadcast information from 

(3a)δi�t = Si−1
�t − Si�t ,

(3b)δ̇i�t = Ṡi−1
�t − Ṡi�t .

(4)δ̇i�t =
vi−1
t cos θ i−1

t

1+ Di−1
t ci−1

−
vit cos θ

i
t

1+ Di
tci

,

(5)vit =
1+ Di

tci

cos θ it

(

vi−1
t cos θ i−1

t

1+ Di−1
t ci−1

− Kδi�t

)

,

Fig. 2 Distance error dynamic
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the leader, so the controller can be placed in each vehicle or only in the leader. When the 
controller is only placed in the leader, the leader controls platoon members through the 
network, which is called a centralized control platoon. When the controller is placed in 
each vehicle, the leader only broadcasts its dynamics information to platoon members, 
which is a decentralized control platoon. In paper [26], a centralized and distributed 
control policy is proposed in which each vehicle’s control decision depends solely on 
its relative kinematics with respect to the leader. In paper [19], for each topology, Che-
hardoli et al. propose a new neighbor-based adaptive control law to deal with adaptive 
control and identification of 1-D platoon of non-identical vehicles. Therefore, platoon 
control schemes under multi-vehicle mainly focus on the control and communication 
topology.

Typical platooning information flow topologies include predecessor-following (PF) 
topology, predecessor–leader-following (PLF) topology, bidirectional (BD) topology, 
bidirectional–leader (BDL) topology, two-predecessor-following (TPF) topology, and 
two-predecessor–leader-following (TPLF) topology [27, 28]. These information flow 
topologies are classified from the mode of transmitting the information. The simplex 
mode includes PF, PLF, TPF, and TPLF, while the duplex mode includes BD and BDL. 
In simplex mode, TPF and TPLF extend from PF and PLF, respectively. Therefore, the 
most dominant topologies are PF and PLF. The information flow topology only shows 
the transmission path of the platooning information and must be combined with pla-
tooning control strategy to stabilize the platoon.

Platooning control strategies can be centralized or decentralized according to the 
position of the controller [29]. In the centralized control, vehicles get their control com-
mands from central units. They are therefore not autonomous, and communication is 
fundamental: any loss or delay in communication is critical. While in decentralized con-
trol, each vehicle receives data from other vehicles and calculates its own control in a 
stand-alone manner, so that communication remains very important, its loss is not as 
critical as the centralized case [30]. In general, the topology should match the control 
strategies.

Combining platooning information flow topologies and platooning control strate-
gies, three typical platooning control schemes are proposed in Fig. 3. The first vehicle 
of each platoon is called the leader, and the others are called platoon members. Pla-
tooning control scheme (a) is a combination of PF topology and decentralized control 
that platoon members themselves adjust the vehicular dynamics based on the received 
dynamic information of the preceding vehicle to maintain the desired distance between 
the vehicle and preceding vehicle. Platooning control scheme (b) is a combination of 
PLF topology and decentralized control that platoon members themselves adjust the 
vehicular dynamics based on the received dynamic information of the preceding vehicle 
and leader to maintain the desired distance between the vehicle and preceding vehicle. 
Scheme (c) is centralized control approach by the leader that all platoon members adjust 
the speed according to the control commands message of the leader to maintain pla-
tooning stability (Fig. 4).

There are two major spacing policies for the desired inter-vehicle distance S: the constant 
time headway policy and constant distance policy [31]. For the constant time headway pol-
icy, the desired inter-vehicle distance varies with vehicle velocity. In the constant distance 
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policy, the desired distance between two consecutive vehicles is independent of vehicle 
velocity. Here, we consider the constant time headway policy used for scheme (a), because 
the vehicles can only get the information of the predecessor. In order to ensure the safety of 
the vehicles, inter-vehicle distance needs to change with the speed of the predecessor. For 
scheme (b), we consider a constant distance, which means that the vehicles are controlled 
to move in a rigid platoon while following a leader because the vehicles can get the informa-
tion of the predecessor and leader. Scheme (c) is similar to scheme (b) but lacks the preced-
ing vehicle information.

When S = Tsv
i
t , the platooning control scheme (a) is structured as follows. This is con-

structed according to the previous literature by Segata et al. [32].

where S̈desi (t +�t) is desired acceleration of vehicle i at time t +�t , � is a design param-
eter strictly greater than 0 (default set to 0.1). ξ̇i = vit − vi−1

t  is relative speed between 
vehicle i and vehicle i − 1 . Ts is time headway. In order to ensure the safety of passengers, 
[31] shows that it must satisfies Ts ≥ 2L , where L is actuation lag [33].

By combining Formula (5) and (6), then we get the following formula.

(6)S̈desi (t +�t) = −
1

Ts
(ξ̇i + �δi�t),

(7)

S̈desi (t +�t) = −
vi−1
t

Ts

(

cos θ i−1
t (1+ Di

tci)

cos θ it (1+ Di−1
t ci−1)

− 1

)

−
δi�t

Ts

(

�−
k(1+ Di

tci)

cos θ it

)

.

(a)

(b)

Leader

Platoon members

Vehicular information flow

(c)

ControlControlControlControl

Control Control Control Control

Control

Fig. 3 Typical platooning control schemes. a Decentralized control under PF. b Decentralized control under 
PLF. c Centralized control by leader
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When S is the constant distance, the platooning control scheme (b) is structured as fol-
lows. This is derived based on a previous literature by Segata et al. [32],

By combining formula (5) and (8),

(8)

S̈desi (t +�t) = aS̈i−1(t)+ bS̈0(t)

+ cξ̇i + d(vit − v0t ))

+ eδi�t .

(9)

S̈desi (t +�t) = aS̈i−1(t)+ bS̈0(t)

+ vi−1
t

(

cos θ i−1
t (1+ Di

tci)

cos θ it (1+ Di−1
t ci−1)

(c + d)− c

)

− dv0t

+ δi�t

(

e − (c + d)
k(1+ Di

tci)

cos θ it

)

,

Fig. 4 Flow chart of the platooning control schemes
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where v0t  and S̈0(t) are the speed and acceleration of leader, respectively. a, b, c, d, e are 
parameters depicted as follows:

where W is weighting factor between the acceleration of leader and preceding vehicle. 
ζ is drag coefficient which is set as 1. bw is receiving signal frequency. Since the distance 
between the leader and vehicle i is different from that between the vehicle i − 1 and vehi-
cle i , the delay times of vehicle i − 1 and leader transmitting information to the vehicle i 
are different.

For scheme (c), it does not receive the information of the preceding vehicle, and for-
mula (8) is transformed into the following formula.

The desired acceleration S̈desi (t +�t) of the vehicle i can be used as the power input of 
the engine at time t +�t in the simulation program. The flow chart of the program is as 
follows:

The flowchart is based on the travel time of the vehicle. This paper uses the speed and 
acceleration of vehicle i − 1 and leader at time t and the curved distance error δi�t within 
�t to calculate the desired acceleration S̈desi (t +�t) of the vehicle i at time t +�t.

The reason for curved distance error is the information flow delay and the dynamic 
system delay. The main reason for information flow delay is the difference in infor-
mation flow topology. For example, PF topology can easily cause cascading delay. In 
the PLF topology, inter-channel interference and signal transmission failures cause 
repeated information transmission delays. The second cause of curved distance 
error is the dynamic system delay. That is caused by the vehicle’s own mechanical 
transmission.

The main purpose of platooning control is to adjust the curved distance error δi�t 
according to the control law k to make it tend to 0. When the curve distance error δi�t is 
close to 0, the control law k has no effect on the speed, and a stable platoon is formed. 
In other words, the vehicle travels at a desired inter-vehicle distance. Then, when the 
platoon is driving on the curved road, the vehicle adjusts the transmission power of the 
OBU (On board Unit) according to the difference between the communication distance 
and the inter-vehicle curved distance. A curvature-driven communication mechanism is 
shown in the next section.

2.3  Curvature‑driven communication mechanism

Among the AES of electric vehicles, communication system is a continuous energy 
consumption part. The communication power control is a method to reduce the 

(10)

a = 1−W ,

b = W ,

c = −(2ζ −W (ζ +
√

ζ 2 − 1))bw ,

d = −W (ζ +
√

ζ 2 − 1)bw ,

e = −b2w ,

(11)S̈desi (t +�t) = bS̈0(t)+ (c + d)vit − dv0t + eδi�t .
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energy consumption of AES [34]. Communication energy includes both the power 
consumption for receive and send packets. Whether the power for the receiver or 
sender is reduced, the energy consumption of the AES communication system will 
be reduced, and the cruise range of the platoon will be increased. In the past, trans-
mit power control (TPC) is usually used to improve the reliability and accuracy of 
communication. In [35], Zander investigates the control of co-channel and adja-
cent channels interference and achieves acceptable carrier-to-interference ratios by 
TPC in all active communication links in the system. Paper [36] describes a cen-
tralized power control scheme that computes transmitter powers so as to have a 
common carrier-to-interference ratio for all the receivers. In [37], Rosberg et  al. 
use the transmitter power control techniques in protecting other users from exces-
sive interference as well as making receivers more tolerant to this interference. In 
[38, 39], Liu et  al. propose a 5G-based IoT scheme to joint optimization problem 
of allocation factors and node powers to maximize the 5G transmission rate while 
the IoT transmission rate and the total power are constrained. In general, when 
the receiver’s power is constant, the dynamic sensing power range requirement of 
the receiver is reduced and the adjacent channels are protected. At the same time, 
the transmitter’s power control can reduce inter-communication interference and 
inter-channel interference. Therefore, besides improving the communication reli-
ability and accuracy, communication power control can also be used to reduce AES 
energy consumption.

Communication modes among vehicles in the platoon include unicast, multicast, 
and broadcast. At this time, the signal transmission power conforms to the path loss 
model. The specific inter-vehicle communication distance model is as follows.

In the curve motion of the vehicle, the chord length d corresponding to the arc 
length is S + δi�t as described in Eq.  (12a). The proof of (12a) is given in “Appendix 
B.” Based on the basic V2R path loss model given in [40, 41], we can get the following 
path loss Eq. (12). 

 where fc is in GHz. Wi is the receive power from vehicle i − 1 to vehicle i. When a sta-
ble platooning passes through the curved road with varying curvature, its inter-vehicle 
communication distance is different from that of the inter-vehicle curved distance. The 
difference between inter-vehicle curved distance and inter-vehicle communication dis-
tance is the starting point of Algorithm 1. According to this difference, the transmission 
power of the OBU is controlled to save the energy consumption of the communication 
system. Finally, a communication energy allocation algorithm for the adaptive radius of 
curvature is proposed.

(12a)d =
2

ci
· sin

(

(S + δi�t) · ci

2

)

,

(12b)Wi =Wi−1 + 16.7 log 10(d)+ 18.2 log 10(fc),
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The general idea of Algorithm 1 is as follows, the preceding vehicle computes the 
inter-vehicle communication distance at every moment according to the change of 
road curvature. Then, the preceding vehicle adjusts the transmission power under 
the condition of meeting the minimum receiving power of the rear vehicle through 
the power control based on the radius of curvature. Before this algorithm, the curved 
distance error is computed according to the car-like model, and it is considered into 
the platooning control scheme. The platooning consensus is ensured by adjusting 
the control law K.

In Algorithm 1, the desired inter-vehicle distance is input into the algorithm as the 
initial communication distance. The local curvature is set according to the changes 
of the road. In the whole process of Algorithm  1, the platooning consensus must 
be ensured. In the first and second step of Algorithm  1, the minimum transmis-
sion power of vehicle i − 1 relative to vehicle i is set. The first step is to compute 
the inter-vehicle communication distance under the inter-vehicle curved distance, 
and the second step is to compute the minimum transmission power of vehicle i − 1 
according to the path loss model. The third step is to set the minimum receiving 
power of vehicle i as 0 dBm. The fourth step is to adjust the transmission power of 
vehicle i − 1 according to the change of inter-vehicle communication distance. In the 
fifth step, the ratio of vehicle energy consumption with adaptive curvature radius 
algorithm and without adaptive curvature scheme is output. Since there are N vehi-
cles, the number of computing inter-vehicle distance is N − 1 , and the number of 
vehicle communication energy consumption is N, the complexity of the algorithm 1 
is N.

In summary, when the platooning is driving on the curved road, the communica-
tion distance and control distance of the inter-vehicle are different. For platooning, 
It is necessary to control the vehicles to maintain a desired inter-vehicle distance and 
achieve platooning consensus. Under platooning consensus, we adjust the transmis-
sion power of communication in real-time according to the inter-vehicle communi-
cation distance. In the case of ensuring the reliability of the communication link and 
platooning consensus, the energy consumption optimization of the communication 
system is the main contribution of this paper.
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3  Results and discussion
Veins is an open-source framework for vehicular network simulations [42]. PLEXE is an 
extension of the Veins simulator [43]. It features realistic vehicle dynamics and several 
cruise control models. In our simulation, we use MATLAB’s Simulink tool to simulate 
platooning control schemes. Simulink is a block diagram environment for Model-Based 
Design. In the simulation process, we first establish the mathematical model of pla-
tooning control schemes and launch Simulink on the basis of the mathematical model. 
Simulink uses modular design to quickly and easily set dynamic parameters and build 
information flow topology for platoon.

Aiming at the communication energy optimization problem of electric vehicles, an 
adaptive road communication energy optimization method is proposed. In this sec-
tion, we simulate the typical platooning control schemes. Then, according to the motion 
characteristics of vehicles, the consensus of the platoon is analyzed. Finally, an adaptive 
energy allocation scheme is established according to the inter-vehicle distance.

We consider a situation where a set of points with coordinates pi = [xi yi]T with 
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (m is the number of points). These points will be henceforth control 
points of curved roads, so as to ascertain continuity in curvature and its derivative 
(Table 1).

3.1  Platooning consensus

Definition 1 : An important indicator of vehicular platoon is string stability. A platoon 
is said to be string stable if the disturbances are not amplified when propagated down-
stream along the vehicle string [44]. String stability is important to vehicular safe, but it 
does not represent the consensus of platoon [45]. A platoon is said to be consensus if the 
follows move like the leader in the same location and the disturbances are not amplified 
when propagated downstream along the vehicle string. The following are the experimen-
tal results of typical platooning control schemes.

After the start of the simulation experiment, the vehicle joins the platoon at a different 
speed, and the adjustment of the control law K is obtained as shown in Fig. 5a. Figure 5b 
shows that the distance error between all vehicles is zero after the control adjustment. 
All vehicles are driven to maintain the desired inter-vehicle distance between the vehi-
cles. Figure 5c, d shows that all platoon members follow the preceding vehicle and turn 
together with it, but the delay time is large. In general, Fig. 5a, b shows that the longitu-
dinal motion is consensus, and Fig. 5c, d shows that the consensus of lateral motion is 
poor.

Figure 6a shows that, under the control law K, after the platoon member can obtain 
the leader information, the velocity of the platoon members converges faster than that 
of Fig. 5a. Figure 6b shows that the distance error tends to zero from both directions, 
indicating that the state of motion of the leader has a great influence on the motion state 
of the tail vehicle. Figure 6c is consensus with the change in the steering angle. Figure 6d 
not only shows platoon members following the leader vehicle but also quickly responds 
to the rotation of the leader vehicle. This indicates that the vehicle consensus under the 
PLF topology is stronger than the vehicle consensus under the PF. Overall, scheme (b) is 
stronger than scheme (a) in terms of vehicle consensus.
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Fig. 5 Decentralized control under PF: a Vehicular velocity; b Vehicular distance error; c Steering Angle; d 
Angular Deviation

Table 1 Vehicle parameters

Typical platooning schemes (a) (b) (c)

Wheel base 1 m 1 m 1 m

Initial position (Leader) [9 1]T  m [6 1]T  m [14 1]T  m

Initial orientation (Leader) 0 rad 0 rad 0 rad

Initial position (Follower 1) [5 1]T  m [3 1]T  m [11 1]T  m

Initial orientation (Follower 1) 0 rad 0 rad 0 rad

Initial position (Follower 2) [2 1]T  m [1 1]T  m [6 1]T  m

Initial orientation (Follower 2) 0 rad 0 rad 0 rad

Initial position (Follower 3) [0 1]T  m [0 1]T  m [0 1]T  m

Initial orientation (Follower 3) 0 rad 0 rad 0 rad

Proportional gain K 5 5 5

Desired distance S 2 m 2 m 2 m
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The scheme of Fig.  7 employs centralized control. The result of Fig.  7 is a simula-
tion experiment conducted under reliable communication. Figure  7a shows the speed 
tends to stabilize under the control law K. Figure 7b is caused by the failure to obtain 
information about the motion state of the preceding vehicle. Figure  7c, d shows that 
the response speed to the movement of the leader vehicle is better than scheme (a) and 
worse than scheme (b). This is because although scheme (c) can obtain the moving state 
of the leader vehicle, it cannot obtain the moving state of the preceding vehicle.

In general, the leader vehicle information and the preceding vehicle information 
are both important for a consensus platoon. In the process of obtaining the informa-
tion of the leader vehicle or the preceding vehicle, when the platoon is on the curved 
road, the inter-vehicle distance is curved. At this time, if the communication transmis-
sion power is set according to the constant inter-vehicle distance, battery energy will be 
wasted. Therefore, we propose communication power transmission with adaptive road 
curvature.
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Fig. 6 Decentralized control under PLF: a vehicular velocity; b vehicular distance error; c steering angle; d 
angular deviation
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3.2  Platooning energy efficiency

An energy consumption simulation is established to evaluate the energy efficiency of the 
vehicle on curved road when the vehicle communication equipment sends a platooning 
control message.

When the platooning vehicle passes the curved road, the relationship between the 
inter-vehicle distance of communication and the road curvature is shown in Fig. 8.

According to inter-vehicle communication distance, Algorithm  1 is used to reduce 
communication power consumption in the electric vehicle platoon. The essence of the 
Algorithm 1 is to adapt radius of road curvature and adjust the transmission power of 
the preceding vehicle, so as to save more energy on the curved road.

On the straight road, the minimum transmission power of preceding vehicles is calcu-
lated by path loss Eq. (12). When the platooning enters the curved road, the inter-vehicle 
communication distance of platooning is unequal to the desired inter-vehicle distance. 
Relative to the minimum transmitted power of vehicles on the straight road, the energy 
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consumption ratio on the curved road is shown in Fig. 9. Simulation results show that 
the bigger desired inter-vehicle distance, the more power is saved under Algorithm 1. 
However, the bigger inter-vehicle distance, the worse aerodynamic performance of pla-
toon members. According to a two-car queue measured by University of Southern Cali-
fornia scholars in the Dryden Wind Tunnel, when the inter-vehicle distance is 0–5 m, 
the actual wind resistance coefficient of the rear vehicle remains basically unchanged 
and remains at a low level [46]. Combined with the analysis of Fig. 9, the electric vehicle 
platoon under desired inter-vehicle distance 5 m can save 5.3% of the energy of the com-
munication system.

There are two basic communication power settings for platoons driving on curved 
roads. One is to set the communication power according to the inter-vehicle distance 
of the straight road, and the other is to set the communication power according to 
the maximum curvature of the road. At this time, the first scheme is the basic power 
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optimization scheme in our paper, because this scheme does not need to change the 
communication power. Relative to the first scheme, Fig. 10 shows the energy consump-
tion ratio under the adaptive radius of curvature and a maximum radius of curvature.

When the radius of curvature is less than 5 m, the energy consumption ratio of the 
former method is larger than that of the latter method, indicating that the latter method 
can save more energy. When the radius of curvature is greater than 5 m, the energy con-
sumption of the latter method exceeds the straight road energy consumption and con-
tinues to increase, indicating that the communication power of the preceding vehicle 
cannot meet the platooning communication needs. From the perspective of the entire 
curvature change process, the adaptive radius of the curvature method does not increase 
the transmission power demand as the curvature increases, so that the energy consump-
tion of the communication system is small.

4  Conclusion and future work
In the car-like model, this paper analyzes the curve inter-vehicle distance error and 
uses a constant control law K to stabilize the platooning. Then, three platooning con-
trol schemes are established, and the vehicle dynamics of these three platooning control 
schemes are simulated. Finally, a communication energy allocation algorithm for adap-
tive road curvature radius is proposed to optimize the transmission power of preceding 
vehicles on the curved road. The proposed scheme saves platooning communication sys-
tem energy of 5.3% than the platooning without this method on a curved road. Simula-
tion results show that the proposed scheme is better than the other two conventional 
communication energy schemes.

In future work, we will study the impact of communication on the MES by reducing 
inter-vehicle communication latency. Reducing the inter-vehicle communication delay 
can make the vehicle steering more sensitive. Since the power control system can control 
the vehicle steering with the road curvature accurately and timely, it can reduce unnec-
essary braking energy consumption and increase platooning cruising range.
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Appendix
Proof of Eqs. (2a)–(2c)

Let Ṡi�t be the differential of the distance in time �t and Ḋi
t the differential of vehicle i 

lateral distance at time t. According to Fig. 1, we can show that
Ḋi
t = vi · sinθ

i
t

Then,
Equation (2b) is established.
1/ci

1/ci+Di
=

Ṡi�t

vicos(γ
i
t−αit )

⇒ Ṡi�t =
vicosθ

i
t

1+Dici

Then,
Equation (2a) is established.
Because 1/ci · αi

t = Si�t is definite. Therefore, there must exit
αi
t = Si�t · ci

α̇i
t = Ṡi�t · ci

Given that θ it = γ i
t − αi

t and Eq. (1c), we can get the equation.
⇒ θ̇ it = vi

(

tan(γ i
t−β i

t )

L −
ci·cosθ

i
t

1+Di
t ci

)

Then,
Equation (2c) is established. �

Proof of Eq. (12a)

Let S + δi�t = a · R

where S + δi�t is arc length, a is center angle, and R is radius. Then,
sin(a/2) = (d/2)/R

so, d = 2R · sin(a/2)

Now,
a = (S + δi�t)/R and R = 1/ci

Hence,

d = 2
ci
· sin

(

(S+δi�t )·ci
2

)

 . �
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